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Boxall & Edmiston 12-BorE
Prompted by the writer, the young British firm has brought out a sideplated over-and-under. 
Mike Yardley tests it – twice – and reckons its performance is a good as its looks

though a young 
company, Boxall & 
Edmiston – a partnership 

between Peter Boxall, late of 
holland & holland, and James 
Edmiston, former owner of 
sterling armaments – is already 
well known. it made a splash at 
this year’s game Fair where great 
interest was shown in its ever- 
growing range of English guns.

a sideplated, boxlock side-by-
side was the first product in 
2009. then came a scalloped-
back, boxlock side-by-side and  
a true sidelock. the gun that 
really caused a stir, and a bulging 
order book, however, is the new 
over-and-under. an elegant 
round-bar version was launched 
last year and received much 
attention. the game Fair also 
saw the arrival of a 20-bore 
prototype. a square-bodied, 

sideplated over-and-under – the 
subject of this test in special form 
– was presented earlier this year.

the gun is unique and was 
made as a tribute to British 
industry. on one side the lock 
plates show ironbridge – 
probably the birthplace of British 
industry (and some five miles 
from the Boxall & Edmiston 
factory in shropshire). on the 
other is Charles darwin, who 
was born in shrewsbury. the 
concept combines the idea of 
new industry (also represented 
by Boxall & Edmiston) and 
evolution in the broadest sense.

apart from this, the gun has  
a standard specification with 
30in barrels and a single, recoil-
activated trigger. the solid rib is 
slightly tapered at the breech 
end. it runs 6mm parallel for 
most of its length, ending in a 

Price £16,800 incl VAT
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Technical daTa
The gun has a low-profile, 

trigger-plate action that hinges 

on trunnion studs bearing on 

bifurcated front lumps in the 

modern manner. It bolts much 

like a Boss, too, with Boss-style 

draws and wedges on the inside 

of the action walls and 

monobloc. Slight protrusions 

either side of the bottom 

chamber mouth engage slots at 

the base of the breech face 

where they are locked. The 

action is powered by V-springs, 

offering enhanced lock time and 

helping to prevent “bounce 

back” when the gun is opened 

to full gape. The centrally 

located lock mechanism allows 

minimal striker (firing pin) angle, 

increasing efficiency. The 

mechanical design also allows 

for a particularly efficient trigger 

sear-to-lift ratio. The monobloc 

barrels are 23⁄4in chambered 

and bear standard proof marks. 

Monobloc to barrel seams are 

invisible having been TIG welded.

ShooTing 
iMpreSSionS
This is the best handling Boxall  

& Edmiston gun that I have yet 

shot. The trigger pulls are 

crisper, with improved sear 

angles. I especially like the 

handling with square bar and 

sideplates which put a little 

extra weight between the 

hands. The balance point is 

slightly forward of the hinge pin 

with the 30in barrels fitted 

(which suit the gun well). The 

weight of 7lb 10oz means this 

gun would be just as useful on a 

pheasant peg as breaking clays. 

The engineering and aesthetics 

are outstanding, too, as is the 

value. I shot it twice, once on a 

simulated pheasant drive, and it 

performed as well as it looked. 

To remove bias, I gave it to 

Robert Harpur, an experienced 

game-shot, and he did not miss 

a bird with it on the same 

simulation. This new British gun 

is excellent and you don’t have 

to sell the house to buy it.

traditional metal bead at the 
muzzles. its teague chokes are 
an option on all models. 

the semi-pistol grip stock is 
well presented with upgraded 
wood (another option), a 
rounded fore-end and a fine oil 
finish with hand chequering 
beneath it. the gun weighs 7lb 
10oz, midweight for an over-and-
under; it can be ordered lighter.

i must declare an interest: 
when i first saw how Boxall  
& Edmiston was using hi-tech  
as well as conventional bench 
methods to make affordable 
British guns, i approached the 
firm. my suggestion was that  
the market might respond well  

to an over-and-under, and the 
gun that i thought would appeal 
would have stud-pin hinging and 
bifurcated lumps (like a Beretta 
or Perazzi), Boss-bolting, and 
fixed lockwork powered by V- 
rather than coil springs. i added 
some ideas on stock design and 
lent the firm a couple of barrelled 
actions that i had acquired in my 
travels for consideration.

one of these inspired Peter 
Boxall to get to work and 
prompted further discussion 
between us. Boxall has since put 
huge effort into developing the 
original concept into a new 
British gun (and no man was 
better qualified – he had worked 
on the holland & holland 
sporter). like the great holland 
& holland royal side-by-side, 
the Boxall & Edmiston gun is an 
amalgam of many good things. 

among the gun’s interesting 
features are a plate over the top  
of its cocking rods (which 
prevent the ingress of debris to 
the action) and an especially 
efficient trigger mechanism. 
Boxall also strived for aesthetic 
perfection in both round-bodied 
and sideplated guns.

Each gun is bespoke. there is 
a choice of barrel length (from 
26in to 34in); weight; chokes 
(fixed or teague); single-selective 
or double trigger; safety button 
shape; left or right top lever; 
solid, vented or minimal rib; and 
options with regard to engraving 
and grade of wood. 

delivery time for a fairly 
standard specification is running 
at 14 to 16 months.

clockwise from below left: open 
action; fore-end latch; traditional 
metal bead; single trigger; barrel 
selector-cum-safety

laser-etched 
engraving is available 
in several house styles

Each gun is bespoke. 
this one is excellent and 
you don’t have to sell the 
house to buy it


